Intuitive Bioresonance Report (IBA) Explained
-An Orientation of your resultsPurpose: This explanation is intended to support the understanding of your
IBA assessment and prevent you from feeling overwhelmed by unfamiliar
concepts.
Important Disclaimer:

I take the information in the IBA report seriously, but it exists outside the

normal medical diagnostic paradigm. I may talk about an infection like Lyme disease or a
condition like heavy metal toxicity, but the IBA indings would not be used to diagnose you
with either of these conditions. Other times, the priority may related to an old trauma that
is festering, like an unhealed wound, in the deep memory banks of your body, for which
there is no of icial diagnosis. Fortunately, unlike regular medicine, I don’t need a diagnosis
to help you. I simply follow the lead of the energetics of your physiology; I ind medicines
that resonate with your system, regardless of the diagnosis.
Another reason this report is not a diagnosis is that it is not
a general overview of all imbalances. Rather, it is a snapshot
of the most important obstacle, right in this moment, to
your own self-healing.

Now that that’s out of the way, let’s look at the speci ic
parts of the IBA Report!…
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•Remember: we are not getting an aerial view of your whole River of Health (click for pdf;
click for video) and all of its obstacles. A river is windingly complex. Each IBA assessment is
the “view from the boat” of the closest priority layer that needs help. We are asking, “What
is most strongly blocking your ability to heal yourself—right now—and how do we
remove that block?” It could be related to blocks in your liver pathways, and it could be
related to blocks in your understanding of Consciousness.
•Just because a category in the report says “not a priority,” doesn’t mean that that area of
your health is perfectly balanced. This result is not the same as a “negative” test from your
doctor. It just means it’s not a primary driver or cause of symptoms right now.

First Row: Initial Intuitive Impression or Analogy

• Your saliva or blood sample contains a massive amount of bioenergetic data that I
•

•
•

can intuitively process and interpret into an image. This image is an analogy
containing key information about your health.
I have have worked hard for years to develop and ine-tune this extra sensory
ability to perceive and describe this subtle information, and this level of detail is
impossible with standardized computer programs or other mechanized
assessments.
It may describe the qualities of the information low in any level of your
physiology—from your dense physical body all the way up to your subtle energy
ields.
This intuitive image is the a snapshot that is critical for a deep understanding of
the whole report.

Second Row: Priority Body Systems and Tissue States

• In this section of the IBA, I use a “yes/no” algorithm along with the Lecher
•
•

antennae to identify one or more body systems that need support. I also
determine how the tissues of the body need to shift.
The tissue state changes are in one of three categories: (1) tissue heat or
temperature; (2) tissue moisture [dry or stagnant]; (3) tissue tone [relaxed or
tense].
This section is mostly focused on the physical body and uses more conventional
categories of anatomy and physiology.
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IBA EVALUATION — WHAT IS THE PRIORITY LAYER OR BLOCK?

Third Row: Archetypal Priority

• What we can see, touch, and measure can be important parts of your health.

•
•

Thyroid disease or chronic bloating are objective and easily described and
experienced. But in my experience, this level of assessment isn’t enough. Beyond
the structures and low of your body are archetypal patterns that can strongly
in luence the arc of your life and change the function of your body, emotions,
and mind.
Understanding larger life patterns and how they speci ically impact you can add
needed richness, depth and power to your healing.
When appropriate, I will use nature-based analogies, myths, and/or astrological
concepts to illustrate areas of your life and health that are currently a struggle.

Fourth Row: Physiology Flow Score (PFS)

• In this part of the assessment, I determine a “ low” score from 1-21(+).
• This number is an overall description of restrictions within your physiology. It

•
•

re lects the low of toxins through your liver and kidneys, the low of emotional
processing, the low of nervous system signals, the low of chakra and meridian
communication, and everything in between.
Most clients start in the neighborhood of 16-21, which is highly restricted low. A
more optimal score is 10 or below.
As we work together, this score should trend downwards, though it will spike up
as different layers of dysfunction are uncovered and worked with. (e.g., a chronic
infection or an unresolved trauma).

Fifth Row: Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) Restriction

• This score is similar to the Physiology Flow Score but narrower in scope. It focuses
•
•

•

speci ically on the part of your nervous system that is the background regulator of
all body functions.
Your ANS restriction is measured from 1-10, with 10 being the most restricted.
Ideally, your ANS is able to low back and forth, from “Rest and Digest” to “Fight/
Flight/Freeze” as the situation dictates. Your nervous system should be lexible
and dynamic and responsive to your needs. When you sleep, you should repair and
detox. When you are in an emergency, your digestion should quiet down and your
muscles should get all the blood they need.
A high restriction score means that your nervous system is more rigid and stuck,
and it means that important body functions will also be rigid and stuck.
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• This section is a non-diagnostic assessment of infection stress. In order for an

infection to show up in this section, the following two criteria must be true:
1. The electromagnetic signature of that infection is present in your saliva or
blood sample. AND…
2. It is a priority to work to support your body’s immune system.
Please note: this is not a medical test for an infection. E.g., the IBA is not a “Lyme
disease test.” Also note, that you may have an active infection even if this section of
the IBA says “none as priority.”
The IBA identi ies what speci ic aspects of your health are most important right
now. Sometimes an infection is the most important, and other times it won’t be. If
your immune system is weak because you are anxious, your nervous system
dysfunction is the main issue, not the infection.

•
•

Seventh and Final Row of the Evaluation Section: Other Potential Blockages

• This section is a “catch-all” section for less frequent priorities. In other methods of

evaluations—for other doctors—these factors are very common. But with the IBA
I am able to dive deeply into your body and being. Rather than working with
intestinal bacteria directly, we might work with the underlying issues of the
nervous system that are directly leading to the intestinal dysfunction that creates
unbalanced intestinal bacteria. However, becomes these factors are sometimes
important, I include them in this section so that you know that I am considering
them.
1. Cell Danger Response: In situations of past trauma (emotional, physical, infection,
etc), the wiring for the ight/ light response gets strengthened and more “trigger
happy” and can trigger anxiety, but also mast cell-based allergic responses. This
inding means that extra care (and extra time) needs to be taken to calm the nervous
system and help with the effects of past trauma.

2. EMF sensitivities, food allergies, environmental allergies.
3. Speci ic Environmental Toxins such as solvents or heavy metals.
4. Speci ic Nutritional Imbalances: No person has perfect nutritional balance, but in
my experience, the imbalances are often the result of deeper issues. It’s not just a
matter of taking more Vitamin D or Vitamin B.

5. Intestinal Flora Imbalances.
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Sixth Row: Infection Stress

IBA SUPPORT PLAN—
HOW DO WE MOVE YOU DOWN THE RIVER?
The inal section is the heart of the IBA: “How can we speci ically assist the healing of
your body?” Rather than using a treatment protocol that was designed for a condition, I am
using bioresonance and intuition to identify what speci ic support works to stimulate a
healing reaction.
In other words:
• When I perform this part of the assessment, I am only focused on nutritional or herbal
support that are a priority for the client sample in front of me. I am not referring
back to the Evaluation results and matching a treatment for each imbalance. This latter
strategy is a “whack-a-mole” approach that has limited effectiveness.
• For example, if the Evaluation lists a chronic infection and a B-vitamin de iciency, the
treatment is not a knee-jerk attempt to kill the infection or give B-vitamins. Your body
may have a higher priority. For example, the best weapon against Lyme disease is your
own immune system, and perhaps (for example) your immune system is shackled by a
severely restricted nervous system. Therefore, relaxing your nervous system could be the
most important thing we could do for your infection. AND, it may help increase your
absorption of B-vitamins from your food, without having to supplement with a pill.
• I don’t know what the support plan will be before I start the IBA. My job is to learn
about, and be open to, all kinds of products and lifestyle changes that can help you heal. I
listen to your system and ind herbs, supplements, lifestyle changes and referrals that
your body can effectively work with.

Thank you for reading. Click here to nd out how to work together
and to claim your free IBA trial.
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